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Choosing 
by Rose Jeans 

A major concern of many people in the Bi-College: 
Community- both Pro-Choicers and Pro-Lifers- is that t 
some students, in an effort to be "politically correct," do not: 
openly admit to being Pro-Life, or decide to be Pro-Choice : 
simply because that is the view which is "politically correct"· 
on this campus. 

Bryn Mawr senior and co-founder of the Bi-College . 
Coalition for Choice, Laura van Straaten, says "It's impor
tant always to be conscious of what your personal motiva
tions are for being involved in something." As for"political 
correctness," van Straaten feels that "if there is a pressure to 
be politically correct, and if it serves to encourage people to 
stand up for what they believe in, I think it's a good thing." 

VanStraaten and Jeanne Torlidas, BMC '90, founded 
the Bi-Co Coalition For Choice because they wanted to mo
bilize people who are pro-choice and educate them about 
legislative issues regarding abortion." 

They claim to be a "Direct Action" group, and feel 
strongly that a woman should be able to decide for herself 
whether or not she wants to have an abortion. 

The Pro-Life Group, however, has quite a different 
Qp!niqn. It was established last summer by Dierdre McQuade, 
BMC '90, her sister Pam, BMC '92 and Mary Scalia, BMC 
'90. According to Pam McQuade, the group is not so much 
a political organii.ation, but instead it is a support group for 
people with Pro-Life views. 

In terms of Bryn Mawr being so liberal," continues 
McQuade "it seemed wrong not to have a pro-life group 
here." 

An estimated twenty people have joined the Pro-Life 
group; despite its small size, McQuade feels that it is large 
enough to give them an identity. 

McQuade says she has gotten lot of responses from 
people, both positive and negative. "Even if people have 
unaccepting tones when they talk to me about the group, I 
still think, 'Best that they can ask me.' I have a need to speak 
up for the rights of the unborn. Even if people don't agree 
with me, at least Bryn Mawr is now fully represented." 

As for the antagonism which the members of the group 
have faced, McQuade has only one complaint "Our cam
pus is very liberal but not so much accepting.'' The people 
who get the most attention among pro=life and pro-choice 

groups are the ones with the most radical attitudes and 
personalities. This may be very misleading. 

"Being at Bryn Mawr has taught me I don't have to 
accept what people do, but I do accept people," says 
McQuade. Post-Abortion Syndfome does occur. She 
quotes her sister saying, "It's not inconsistent with being a 
woman to be Pro-Life." 

For some reason the decision to be Pro-Life or Pro
Choice is not so clear-cut as it is for van Straaten and 
McQuade. "I feel uncertain about my personal views about 
abortion," says Haverford junior Beth Mcintyre. "Because 
it's such a hard moral decision, it would be ludicrous for me 
to impose my personal decision about abortion on every 
woman in the country." 

Mcintyre does not see either Pro-Lifers or Pro-Choicers 
as being politically correct. "Being p.c. means that you have 
to be as liberal in your thoughts as you can be. This is good, 
but I think the term "political correctness" suggests that 

Marching to Remember a Life 

Photo by Katie Gothreau 
by Mary Rose Kubal 

It's six-thirty on a cold gray Saturday morning and a 
group of sleepy looking Haverford students waits at Stokes 
bay for the' arrival of the blue bus from Bryn Mawr. Satur
day morning classes? No. These students are on their way 
to t11e March 24 rally and march in Washington D.C. to 
commemorate the tenth anniversary of the assassination of 
Archbishop Oscar Romero in El Salvador and to protest the 
U.S. war in Central America. 

What is the motivation for this grQup of thirty to forty 
Bryn M~\Y~~}~1Haverfard students 10.dral!.t~c.mselves.o11t .. 
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of bed at such an unorthodox hour to spend an entire 
Saturday riding the blue bus and contending with the cold 
snowy weather in the nation's capital? The cynical might 
clain this is just an example of what has become popularly 
known in the bi-co community as "political correctness." 

1 'here was a general, and in many cases adamant, oppo
sition to this label among the contingent which attended the 
march. As Evan Manvel, a freshman at Haverford, put it "I 
don't think Central America is strong enough in PC dogma 
to get up before six-thirty." He adds that he believes that 
"everyone here has given some thought to the issue." 

Haverford junior Dave Plaut, who was on of the organ
izers of the bus, takes issue with the term "politically 
correct." "Just the expression politically correct tades away 
from the validity of the ideas." And Rebecca Grew a junior 
at Bryn Mawr adds, " [U.S. intervention] is not an issue I 
take very lightly." 

Once one gets beyond the PC aspect of popular politi
cal demonstrations, the question "Why do students partici
pate in this type of event?" remains. Answers range from 
"great opportunities to people watch" to curiosity to a 
strong feeling of responsibility as taxpayers and United 
States citizens. 

The marchers all seem to agree that this kind of activity 
is very worthwhile and not motivated by a desire to be P.C. 

"As silly as I think these things are, they are useful," 
states sophomore Doug Gilbert. He adds,"Your showing up 
can show that there were 12,000 as opposed to 10,000 
people there." And this sort of presence is important to 
support the ideas and ideals behind the demonstrations. 
What exactly are these ideas? To support people here who 
are against intervention, to support the people of El Salva
dor, and not to pretend that this never happened were 

r~U'\CH ~ ~Iffi bJfl[~~\tJ ~l}an~~'il ~§~~ 
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there is only one way to think." . 
Haverford senior Mark Hornbeck adds "If there is a 

demand for abortion, someone will supply the demand. If 
someone wants an abortion and it's illegal, she will get one. 
Anti-abortion laws allow the rich to be saved and the poor 
to die." 

According to an anonymous Haverford freshman, "You 
can't label what I am. that makes it hard ... because I feel 
strongly about abortion. But since it's become such a black 
and white issue; it's been hard for me to try and make some 
kind of change. I don't think my views are going to be 
understood by either group. 

Perhaps what Haverford and Bryn Mawr need is a 
"middle of the road" group for people who feel the same 
way. Mcintyre says" At the very end of the world, when all 
the truth is revealed, only then will we know who is right 
and who is wrong. Until then, the fight will continue. This 
issue is not going to be resolved any time in the near future. 

Liefshitz also adds, 'Tm partially responsible. I pay taxes, 
[and I want to] let the government know I don't want them 
spent that way." 

The concept of responsibility continually was cited as 
a motivation for marching. Amy Weismann, a first year 
Bryn Mawr student, asks, "How can you not think the 
killing of over 200,000 people with your money is wrong? 
If you feel it is wrong, how can you not do something about 
it? Not only as a contributor but as a human being." 

Grew stresses that it is important to realize that Arch· 
bishop Romero was assassinated ten years ago for protest· 
ing policies which are still in practice today. She continues, 
"People tend to ignore the fact that people have been killed 
there." 

Christopher Davis a professor at Bryn Mawr who at· 
tended the march also points out the utility of protests such 
as this to, "show our government [it] can't go on behaving 
in a reckless fashion without being held in account." Plaut 
agreed with his point that the government cannot make uni· 
lateral decisions without someone holding it responsible 
and that hopefully mass demonstrations are opportunities to 
keep an "arrogant" government in line. 

However, the efficacy of this type of protest has been 
questioned by critics. Najel Klein disagrees. "Presence 
counts, not screaming slogans- -being there, being counted." 
She contends, "in a way it does [make a difference] you 
know somebody sees this." Weismann acknowledges how 
futile these demonstrations sometimes seem in tenns of 
concrete governmental policy response, but she refers IO 

instances such as a message from Rep. David Dinkin deliv· 
ered at the rally. "Perhaps this made him realize these issues 
are important" 

Weismann also ~tresses that a popular show of spirit 
~Q~l!t~~fil~ jlr&a~ &PQxrtt4J~s..ar.c.~ 
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Is The Earth Really the Issue? 
by Cheryl Kramer 

Environmental Action Committee. Earth Day Com
mittee. Green Committee. EXPO. Recycling Committee. 
Food Service Reform. Watch on Waste. Students Against 
Animal Exploitation. These are all groups that exist in the 
bi-college community which represent environmental 
concerns. But what on earth (if you 'II excuse the pun) are 
they all for? 

People question the validity of environmental activists 
in our community, suggesting that they might be acting 
because its "PC." Overheard in the Dining Center on a 
snowy day, "Every time it snows, we waste 40 million 
gallons of water ... " mocking the rhetoric of water conserva
tionists. But every sign of the activists in our community 
points to a true concern for the issue. In Alex Brozan 's room 
(if he'll please excuse me) hang two posters about the rain 
forests and a giant poster of two tigers. Outside his door are 
boxes and boxes of goods, such as paper and plastic bags, to 
be reused by people on the hall. In the short time we spoke, 
he got a call from the recycling people. Trust me; he means 
it And his enthusiasm seems to hold true to the core of 
people involved in environmental issues on our campuses. 

As for people who may not have the cause in mind, but 
merely the status being "PC" brings, first year Bryn Mawr 
student Lisa Graves says this: "It is such an important issue 
that anyone doing anything to protect the environment 
should be commended, regardless of their motives." Power 
agrees. According to her, "Doing something for whatever 

Commentary 

by Sabrina Pasztor 
You've heard the unofficial bi-college lingo and stere

otypical overgeneralizations, from the day you set foot on 
either Bryn Mawr or Haverford'scampus: "She wears black 

reason doesn't matter, as long as its getting done." She 
comments that people from any cause would agree. Power 
warns us, though, of corporations jumping on the environ
mental bandwagon and saying that their products are envi
ronmentally sound; in mostcases, they really aren't Brozan 
worries too that this may be a "fad" issue, that threatens to 
be "diluted by the mainstream." But he refuses to lump it 
into a category with issues that turned out to be fleeting, 
such as hunger in Ethiopia. As Brozan put it, "Environ
mental Action tightened up this semester, but next year 
we're going to be really big." 

The largest group in the community is the Bi-College 
Environmental Action Committee. The group is mainly 
comprised of a core group of thirty students who attend 
weekly meetings, plus a mailing list of about 60 "con
cerned" people who have made less of a commitment to the 
group. According to the group's Philadelphia Contact, 
Bryn Mawr first-year-student Kirsten Widmer, The weekly 
meetings are usually spent writing letters to local politi
cians and officials expressing their views on environmental 
issues. The committee also spends the time discussing 
various campus issues. 

One task the committee is undertaking is the participa
tion in a Campus Audit The audit asks the college to rate 
itself on various environmental issues, including energy 
consumption, toxic waste, recycling, medical waste, pesti
cide use, etc. For example, explains committee member 

and smokes too much .. must be a Mawrter." "lfhe is a Ford, ----
he must be arrogant and short" "You held the door for her campus;each of one us must question at some point if we 
and she snapped at you? Probably a Mawrter." "He drinks buy into that lifestyle ourselves. What does being "PC" 
too much and will sleep with any woman that breathes - really mean? 
typical Font" "I came from a very conservative background, which 

Pathetic and disgusting, right? We are all morally I continue IO challenge and question," says Sandra Sprin
outraged, and couldn't imagine ourselves forced to buy into ger, a sophomore at Bryn Mawr. "I get the feeling people 
these statements and believe them in the deep-down, hidden reallyrespectconservative viewpoints on mycampus. .. BMC 
comers of our minds, right? We say the things we do, act the is more conducive to exploring yourself in more conserva
way we do, believe in the "!ight" political parties, are anti- live ways ... .It's funny, but I have to explain what ''PC" is 
this, that, and the other thing because we are liberated to my frien<bilt other colleges, because it appears to be an 
individuals, not because we feel pressured to, to be thought invalid concept. It is just another way to judge people's 
of as liberal, right? God forbid if we ever be anything but reasons for doing something when you're not that person 
"PC"! and don't :know why they're doing it" Sandy's classic 

There it is, that distantly menacing but faintly reassur- anecdote may jog a few memories: "When I was a fresh
ing guru terminology: to be "PC" on either campus, or man, a male friend of mine who goes to Ford held open the 
"politically correct" does not mean consistent devotion to a door for both myself and a Haverford woman. When he did 
merepoliticaJgroup(that'dbefartooeasy).Itistalkedabout so, the Haverford womm turned ID him and said in a 
•a culture. a lifestyle, a seeming way of survival for some degrading toae of voice, 'Oh, you mma be a fresbmm1. • 
iadividuaJs (always lhe .. ~ ~~ mind '°") on Ibis Usa Thomas. a Haverford freshman, adds: "Some ol my 

(see "Earth," page MB) Photo by Katie Gothreau 

male friends are afraid that they will insult someone if they 
hold open the door for them; according to them, holding a 
d<XX' has nothing to do with treating women as inferiors, but 
with their own upbringing - it is merely a polite gesture!" 

Karen Tolchin, also a BMC sophomore, had this to say: 
''The way I feel about political correctness is it really grates 
on my nerves. lbcre is a sense of false peace on both 
campuses; I just noticed for the first time a while ago that a 
man won't hold a door [for a woman] because men have 
gotten scolded for doing so. If [a man's holding the door 
open] bothers you, then that's your belief, but turning 
around and snapping is not the way to deal with it .. There 
is a certain pressure to be "PC", sure, but I think the spirit of 
Bryn Mawr is one of opcness, although we may temporar
ily lose that from time-to-time." 

An unidentified Haverford male ooted: "I was rather 
P.C. until I got here. I wm pro-choice, anti-apartheid, anli
racism, anti-religious inlOlerance, although I admit I was a 
bit homophollic. Jn high school, lbe big insuh IO a guy wm 
(&n -c...,,.,.,,,, •page MB) 
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Viewpoint 
by Fritz G. Kaegi hassle-free, make the korunas (the Czech currency) con- will be a convertible korunas, which he wants to arrive in the 

After the tumultuous overturning of Ci.echoslovakia' s vertible on the world market, decrease government subsi- next two to five years. Once the machinery is sufficiently 
communist government and the subsequent stabilization of dies, and add incentives for production and innovation. moderni7.ed, he expects to sell off public shares of govem-
the country and rise to power by Vaclav Havel, a number Komarek, advocate of a more moderate approach to ment-runcompaniestobiddersthroughoutthecountry. The 

1211 Czech bo1 
Austri 

1214 

of huge problems face this country of 16 million. The restructuring, wants to gradually phase in a free-market major problem he sees is the dependence of Ci.echoslvakia 
government not only faces new elections in June, but also economy without significantly jolting and traumatizing the on the Soviet Union and its trading bloc, Comecon. "It is 
the need to completely restructure its economy, the organi- economy, as the radical approach of Poland has done. He preciselyCi.echoslovakia'sdependenceon the Soviet market 1215 

zation of its society, its defense forces, and its relationships defends his step-by-step approaeh by impressing on one that has stifled thecreationofbetterproducts," says Andrew 
with foreign countries, especially the Soviet Union. These the extent of the change being consideted: "It is a big shift Collier of the Christian Science Monitor. 
problems are further compounded by the fact that there is from the comfortable life we've been having. People do Although it will be very hard to achieve these goals, 
no consensus on how to solve them. Even more daunting is not realize how comfortably and without worry they have most observers feel that Czechoslovakia has a number of 
the fact that<:i.echoslovakia has no examples to follow; no been living up to now. They'll have to see themselves and advantages over other East European states. Roger Robin-
centtally organized communist society has ever success- work, learn, and study in programs lhalt will not be easy for son, an analyst at the Center for Security Studies, believes 
fully converted to a free-market system. them." that" A non-communist Czechoslovakia has the best chance 

lbere is, however, agreement on the fact that there The ultimate make-up of Ci.echoslovakia' s economy to be the first country ever to make a rapid and successful 
need to be changes. "Communist industrialism is non- may resemble the program Finance Minister Vaclav Klaus transition from a centralized system to a real democracy and 
sense, it is bankrupt. Unless we move and move fast, we advocates. He seeks to replace Ci.echoslovakia 's outdated a free market." Before World War 11, Czechoslovakia was 
risk becoming an industrial museum," says Val tr Komarek, factories by attracting foreign investment. In order to do one of the 10 most-advanced industrial nations. It was one 
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free 
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director of the Institute for Economic Forecasting and a this, the government in January had to restructure its laws of the leading producers of cars, heavy machinery, glass-
party member himself. Most of the policy makers in the on joint ventures, which insisted upon majority govern- ware, and munitions in Europe. The country has generally 12115 

country agree that they will have to increase the buying ment ownership in any enterprise. Witb this liberalization, succeeded in maintaining its wealth relative to i~ neigh-
JJ9)VCC Of the conswner (buy!f!g~s~irtusesu ~tp.irdqfthe ~. ,Wcslefll co!'1panies are scrambling to ~blish a foun~; hors; only Wl Gennapy e~~ it in r. ~ iJa jo~~e. \ 
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(see page MB) 
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Revolutionary Timetable 
Czech borders open ro all ; travel and fortification obstacles dismantled along 

Ausuian border. 
First maa political protests held against government control, as concession , 

National Committee named new ruling cabinet that includes non
communists for the first time in 21 years. Protests continue, however. 

Communist leaders agree ro accept a minority role in one of the country's two 
principal regional governments 

Ladsislav Adamec.new Prime Minister of cabinet, threatens ro quit if his new 
government is not given "adequate conditions for its work" 

Adamec resigns in protest of lack of flexibility, reform. Vaclav Havel says he 
is ready ro accept presidency if needed. New Forum continues pressure ro 
remove Gustav Hausk, leader of the Communist party since 1968, and for 
free elections for National Committee 

First Czech government in 41 years without Communist majority sworn in by 
President Gustav Husak, who resigned afterward 

Mass celebration by Czechs and Slovaks as new government installed 
Prague institutes abolish courses in Marxism -Leninism as mandarory 
curriculum 
New Foreign Minister states that Soviet troops remain in Czechoslovakia 

12119 

12120 

12122 

12129 

12/30 

112 

1/3 

2121 
2122 

under invalid premise/agreement, because they are allowed ro remain do 
roduress 

Marchers in Prague commemorate protestors beatings in November
renewed calls for Havel presidency 

Democracy and free market economy as national goal approved by 
Parliament, which remains Communist led 

Communist Pany leaders vote ro suspend membership of 32 former leaders 
and party ideologists accused of instigating Soviet invasion of 1968 

Alexander Dubcek elected ro lead National Parliament, 21 years afler ousting 
by Soviets in Prague Spring of '68 

Vaclav Havel elected President of Czechoslovakia by National Assembly. He 
stated he will serve only until free Parliamentary elections in 1990 

Havel says nation has been lied ro for 40 years and that they face economic 
and environmental crisis;" Only a return IO values will save us" 

Havel visits West Germany, seeking western legitimacy and a path ro better 
relations/healing of old wounds 

Havel visits United States. Bush promises increased economic assistance 
Havel addresses joint session of Congress and asks U.S. to aid the Soviet 

Union on complicated road ro democracy 



Czechoslovakia fights long battle for democracy 
by Amy Weisman 
"When a person behaves in keeping with his conscience, when he tries to speak the 

truth, and when he tries to behave as a citizen even under conditions where citizen ship is 
degraded, it may not lead to anything, yet it might. But what surely will not lead to anything 
is when a person calculates whether it will lead to something or not." [Vaclav Have] 

Allusions to the "Prague Spring" of 1968 have for the past 30 years conjured up the 
images of the cold war, of resistance, and an identification by the west with the underdog, 
democratic idealism it represents, that to which we generally aspire, perhaps inspire. 
However, history is now repeating itself. This time fulfilling its promise and in tum 
inspiring rather than aspiring. Czechoslovakia has over the past 5 months, transformed 
itself using the same tools and many of the same voices which have remained vigilant since 
1968, from a self-proclaimed Stalinist, single party state, to a fledgling, multi-party 
democracy, one which seemingly no longer holds its commitment to socialism as central 
to its being and growth. 

The precedence for a Czech democracy is an old and alive one. In October of 1918 
the First Republic of Czechoslovakia was formed. Czech leader Masyaryk issued a 
declaration of Czech independence while in U.S. seeking allied support during World War 
I (which an isolationist America ignored) while under German/Hungarian occupation. He 
was immediately elected President by the newly formed Parliamentary National Council 
in Prague. Soon after in 1920, the constitution was completed, which stated Czechoslova
kia shall be a Parliamentary democracy, guided by a bi-cameral legislature elected on basis 
of universal suffrage, and an Executive who was responsible to the legislature but who often 
centralized power. Minorities, primarily Slovaks,(20% of the general population) were 
granted full rights and freedom to use own languages in schools, although ethnic differ
ences and national loyalty were rooted and remained in conflict, as the traditional 
independence and land of each group was threatened. But nationhood seemed an 
overriding loyalty for the most part.This new democracy survived tenuously in the interwar 
years, being pulled by forces beyond its control, surrounded by strengthening Facism while 
being held together by elite group connected and indebted towards the west But it 
maintained a viable economy and political stability through its strong multiparty system. 
But history was about to converge. In 1939 Germany under Hitler invaded Czechoslova
kia, expelling the growing communist party and demobilizing the government and its 
guarantees of land reform.Czech losses resulting from political persecution and deaths in 
concentration camps totaled between 36000and 55000 relatively minor in comparison with 
other occupied lands, but the Czechoslovakian Jewish population was virtually annihilated, 
more than 70,000 killed. But during occupation, people by no means forgot their independ
ence. A government-in-exile developed, headed by Benes, who took refuge with the ousted 
communist party in Moscow, and an extremely subversive resistance movement developed 
and provided much military intelligence to the Allies.At Potsdam in 1946, Czechoslova
kia was returned to the status of an independent state. But it soon became the testing ground 
for the emerging superpowers' theory of the sphere of influence. The Soviet Union argued 
for its geographical import and began to deploy troops as early as 1946 as transitional forces 
to stabilize in order to democratize. But occupation continued, and with the return of the 
KSC (Czech communist party) with the aid of Moscow, and a war-weary populace 
disillusioned with the west for not aiding Czechoslovakia during World War I and for 
letting occupation occur unchallenged, a satellite was born, but one with limited sover
eignty and western eyes upon it. Throughout the 50' s moderate reformers began to emerge. 

In 1956 Alexander Dulx:ek, one of the most popular and outspoken began calling fort» 
stalinization and deeper economic reforms. Discontent grew into the 60's until in 1961 
under pressure to reform President Novotny resigned. In a vacuum, Dubcek took Iii 
presidency and immediately lifted censorship and began transforming his vision from an 

idea of the elite, to the masses through the media. He proposed an Action Program, a 

movement to democratize socialism, grant freedom of expression and assembly, whik 
remaining committed to the goals of communism and reaffirming alliance with the Sovid 
Union, also known as the "Prague Spring". On June 27th of 1968, a party memM 
presented a manifesto expressing concern about "foreign forces" and called upon Iii 
people to initiate change. This frightened an already paranoid Moscow, and under~ 
auspices of being asked "fraternally" to intervene,, troops were sent into Prague by~ 
Warsaw Pact on August 20th. The troops were met with an incredibly united front of quid 
protest and work stoppages by the Czechoslovakian people, but they remained. Reform· 
ers were swept out and centrists took over the party ,now headed by Secretary General 
Gustav Husack and began a period of"normalization"-political repression and establish
ment of ideological uniformity. Soviet presence was legitimized in 1970 with·the signing 
of the Treaty of Friendship, Cooperation and Mutual Assistance (its name being self-ex· 
planatory). Czechoslovakia remained from this time to the present relatively inaccessibl~ 
and thus knowledge of the revival and sustenance of such underground political ferva 
present in New Forum and other groups of opposition, was limited. Until now. 

President Daclavhavel adresses Congress: Transformation of 
Eastern EuropeTowards New Democracy 

by Anya Read 
On February 21, 1990, the newly nominated president 

of Czechoslovakia addressed a joint session of the United 
States Congress. In his speech, President Daclavhavel 
discusses the impact changing Eastern Europe will have on 
the world. He claims that Czechoslovakia becoming a 
democracy "concerns the fate of us all." 1be first half of the 
speech is political, explaining how the transformation of 
Eastern Europe will affect the existing economical and 
military structures of the world. The second part of the 
speech philosophical, where the president relays what 
democracy means to him. 

Hebeginshisspeechreflectingontheincrediblechanges 
he and his people have faced in the recent months. 1be 
president, who is a playwright by trade, claims that not even 
he, who is used to trying to cram lifetimes into two hour 
plays, can keep up with the pace of the "political speedome
ter." At the time of the speech, Czechoslovakia had gone 
from being a strictly communist state to one that is develop
ing a democracy, complete with freedom of speech and free 
elections, in under four months. 

Daclavhavel is excited both by his country's accom
plishments and by the expected transfonnation of Europe. 
1be President would like to see the world move away from 
the bi-polar political structure. He sees the brealcing down 
of the Soviet Union as the big step in ending the super
power's sole control of the world. The recent developments 
arc also providing the way for other countries to step up and 
play a role in the politics of the world. In this new multi
polarity structure, the President sees a united alliance be
tween big and small, powerful and le~ powerf uJ cOWltries. 

Besides freeing the world of the restricting bi-polar 
frame of mind, C7.eehoslovakia willalsolakesomempon
sibility off of America's hancb. This growing multipolarity 

means that America will no longer have to worry about the 
protection of European countries. With countries Oike 
Czechoslovakia) gaining there independence "no longer 
will [America's] boys have to stand on guard for the 
freedom of Europe ..•. ". 

In light of the recent independence of Czechoslovakia, 
Daclavhavel expects and hopes for eight specific develop
ments to take place in his country. The first event he hopes 
to witness is the soviet troops pulling out of Czechoslova
kian territory. lbeir presence, he is afraid, will effect the 
country's negotiations, and as a result, Czechoslovakia's 
chances of political stability. 

Daclavhavel also hopes to see the United States aid 
Russia in its "irreversible, but immensely complicated road 
to democracy." It is his opinion that the more easily the 

·transition is made for the Soviets, the quicker a new market 
economy will develop for the whole world. 

Despite existing beliefs, Daclavhavel claims that the 
country is not for the dismantling of the NATO alliance and 
the Warsaw Pact It is his hope that the growing multi
polarity of Europe will render these coalitions obsolete. 

It is the President's ambition to hold a summit with all 
the countries that are in the pnr..ess of separating themselves 
from the Soviet's hold. This summit would be used to 
develop a treaty that would lay the basis for Human rights, 
political pluralism, and free elections in all of the develop
ing nations. 

Czechoslovakia, upon tiecoming independent, will 
reduce the size of its anny. Tile President is confident that 
the nation, if attacked by an aggres.u, will find support 
within Europe, thus reducing its need for a large, powerful 
anny. 

The pesidenlhopes lbatEurope will accept his coun
lly, and the ochers Iba will be following.• lbeir"waywmd 

children." Hopefully, part of this welcoming will include 
Europe changing the existing political and economic struc· 
tures to accommodate Czechoslovakia's arrival. 

Daclavhavel hopes to make up for lost time. He feels 
that Czechoslovakia has been inactive for too long. Now 
that the country is on the road to democracy, it will be ready 
to take on a larger role in the world's politics. 

Lastly, the president thanks the United States for lend· 
ing support "to [their) fresh efforts to renew democracy" 
and hopes that such efforts continue. 

In the second half of his speech, Daclavhavel disc~ 
the philosophical side of his country's movement towards 
democracy. His experience in the country's development 
has left him with the belief that Consciousness comes 
before Being. (Marx, according to the president, claimed it 
was the other way round.) 

Asa result of this belief, the president feels that the key 
of human salvation "lies nowhere else than in the human 
heart. in the human power to reflect, in the human meeknes.t 
and in human responsibility." In order to beuer the wald, 
a revolution is needed in the human consciousness. This 
revolution would be a movement away from selfish causes 
towards countries taking interest in issues that affect the 
world. This revolution is needed in order to save the 
environment and to eliminate the threat of nuclear weapons. 

Leaders and governments must also assume responsi
bility for the world aroWld them. Unless there is this break 
away from the "the megamachinery we have created fir 
ourselves", sta&es will continue to ignore the world' ssocial, 
ethnic and cultural conflicts. Daclavhavel plans to act OUI 

his responsibility by Jelling his consciousness act as the 
"mediaaor" between him and the "higher authority", Illus 
enabling him &o carry out bis ~bility as praideM. 
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The Struggle for Democracy 
A First Hand Account 
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Czech 
Refor1ns of 

1989 
by Stacy Y. China 

To the outside world, it may seem as if 
the Czechoslovakian Revolution took eight 
days to begin and complete its objective. 

' However, lhe Czechs know lhat their revo
lution did not occur overnight; on lhe con
trary, it was twenty one years and eight days 
incoming. 

Czechoslovakia originally attempted 
political refonns in 1968, under then-Party 
leader Alexander Dubcek. His movement 
towards greater economic and political free
dom for his counlry was touted as the Prague 
Spring, and gave many Czechs hope for new 
freedoms. Unfortunately, those hopes were 
crushed when 500,000 Warsaw Pact sol
diers invaded Prague in order to restore the 
status quo. Dubcek and his parliament were 
removed from power, 500 people lost their 
lives, and half a million people lost their jobs 
and their Communist Party membership. 
After this disaster, the climate for refonns 
was effective!~ sq~ashed. 

For the next 21 years, most Czechs en
joyed their relatively high standard ofliving 
and kept out of politics as much as possible. 
But 1989 brought on massive revolutions 
throuout the Soviet bloc, and Czechoslova
kia was soon wondering if its time had come 
again. By then, their most vocal dissidents 
had resumed their protesting, and the re
forms in other parts of Eastern Europe had 
led to a government of non-Communist 
leaders in Czechoslovakia. The climate for . 
refonns had returned. 

There was a protest on January 15 to 
commemorate the death of a student who 
killed himself twenty years ago in reaction to 
the 1968 Soviet invasion, but riot police 
broke up the demonstration quickly with 
water canons and tear gas. No protest was 
tenned a victory for the Czech people until 
the student rally of25,000 occurred on No
vember 17. As the students marched to
wards Wenceslas Square, riot police attacked 
lhem with batons and dogs. All in all, many 
were injured, hundreds were arrested, and 
the human rights group Charter-77 reported 
the death of Martin Sn id, a 22-year old math 
studenL The protestors never reached the 
square, but they aroused the anger and sym
pathy of a nation. 

Three days after lhe student protest, 
200,000people stonned Wcnceslas Square. 
The next day, 300,000 turned out. And the 
next day, 500,000 people, one third of Pra
gue's population, demonstrated in the cold 
and demanded the resignation of Party strong
man Milos Jakes and his Politburo. On 
November24, Alexander Dubcek addressed 
his people for the first time since his removal 
in 1968, and I akes and his Politburo yielded 
to public pressure and resigned (some say at 
the request of Gorbachev himself). By De
cember 10, President Gustav Husak (the one 
who originally authorized lhe 1968 crack
down) had also resigned, making the sweep 
complete. The "Velvet revolution" (called 
so because of the lack of Soviet interference) 
had achieved one of its most important ob
. · ves. Now the people of Czechoslovakia 
h ... ~ to work at the difficult task of achiev
ing the rest of their agenda: democracy, plu
ralism, and economic refonn in what is ba
sically still a Socialist system. 



Earth 
LesliePower, in the area of transportation, Haverford would 
be rated well, because of the use of the blue bus and the 
limited number of roads running through Haverford, which 
both cut down on the amount of fuel used. Power explains 
that the audit is not an easy task, but it will be beneficial to 
the community to see where and how Haverford can im
prove itself. 

Nearly each of the campus issues has a sub-group 
comprised mainly of Environmental Action members with 
an even greater concern for the particular issue. One group 
who will be realizing its goals in the near future is the Earth 
Day Committee. The committee is involved in the Earth 
Day event that will have its celebration on April 22nd at 
Haverford and around the world. The committee, co
chaired by Leslie Power and Allison Volpe from Haverford, 
is taking the opportunity to have an "Earth Week" that will 
take place on the week of the 16th through the 22nd, and 
have events throughout Among them will be "teach-ins" 
during dinn~r that will discuss what we can do about 
recycling, reusing, the rain forests, etc. There will be a 
display in the sunken lounge (and maybe at the library) 
depicting what is happening to the earth and what we can do 
about it, brought to you by EXPO. Literature will be passed 
out throughout the week. There is a benefit concert in the 
works. The group will also sell T-shirts and perhaps 
disposable plastic mugs that can be used when the Dining 
Centerisusingplasticcups. WiththehelpoftheArboretum, 
the proceeds from these products will go to the purchase of 
60 trees for the Big Brother/Big Sister program to plant By 
incorporating the community into the project, the commu
nity also benefits from it. 

Power explains that a short-term project with.an attain
able goal like Earth Day can involve people willing to make 
only a short-term commitment However, Power is disap
pointed that mainly the core group from Environmental 
Action are the ones preparing for the event and that the 
majority of the community has not gotten involved. 

A project that will see its results in the more distant 
future is the Environmental House. The "house" will 

continued from page 4 
East Bloc. Thus, the ability to obtain Western capital and 
technology will be much easier than for states such as 
Poland and Hungary. There is a feeling that an adjustment 
to a capitalistic mindset will not be hard for the Czechs. 
"What is often forgotten is that in [Czechoslovakia] there 
does remain a culture of entrepreneurship-actual experi
ence, or perhaps only a clear folk memory, of how a free 
market works," claims Ljubo Sire of the Center for Re
search into Communist Economies. 

To maintain democracy, the Czechs will have to ad
dress problems of political allegiance, ethnicity, and the 
lack of a permanent, democratic government regularly 

actually be one floor in HPA 3J. According to first year 
Haverford student Alex Brozan, the house will serve as a 
"center for the community" and the new headquarters of 
Environmental Action. The application for Environmental 
House describes its goals and intent clearly: "The Environ
mental House will be dedicated to providing a place here 
people interested in the Environment can interact, work, 
plan, and discuss. "It will maintain a library ... , explore the 
possibilities of energy efficient, cooperative, ecologically 
sound living in an atmosphere of shared responsibility and 
dedication to less consumptive practices." Brozan hopes 
that the house will be a place where workshops and lectures 
will be held. Brozan sees the house as starting off small now 
(13 inhabitants) as a trial basis. The group will then assess 
what they have learned through their practices and try to 
help implement the successful ones into the rest of the 
community. 

elected by the people. Like rnany other former communist 
nations, elements of the previous dictatorship remain in 
power. Claims an anonymous obsrver in Rumania: "Com
munist parties-and their secret police accomplices-are 
desperately trying to hold on to as much of their old powers 
and privileges as they can, even while they change their 
names, rewrite their dogma, and ditch their old leaders." To 
have the government function effectively, the loyalty of 
these people to a popularly elected government must be 
assured. Given Czechoslovakia's democratic past, this 
seems to be attainable. The rulers must also make sure that 
they do not alienate the sizable minorities of their country, 
the Slovaks and Gennans, as previous governments did. If 

immediately forthcoming. She believes that throughdem· 
onstrations such as these it is possible to "elicit change, 
albeit slowly." 

Both Weismann and Grew point to the march~ a 
method of demonstrating solidarity which will hopefully 
give hope to the people of El Salvador. This particular 
march in the nation's capital was one of many which took 
place simultaneously in major cities across the country, 
including Dallas, San Fransisco, and New York, and inter· 
nationally. Grew notes the significance of the march which 
took place in San Salvador when an estimated 30,000 
people participated and adds that it is important to make 
"some small gesture of solidarity." 

Mass demonstrations can also be a good way to make 
your voice heard. "It is very difficult to speak out on many 
issues. When one comes up that you find a link to, one in 
which you can make a difference, you should," assens 
Plaut. And as Weismann states,"This is an option that is 
accessible to many people." 

Regardless of original motivations participation in a 
popular demonstration can be a positive and educational 
experience. Although there were some veteran political 
protestors, many of the Fords and Mawrters who attended 
the march came out of curiosity and left with a better under· 
standing of the issue of U.S. involvement in Central Amer· 
ica and also the role of organized protests in the U.S. 
political system. 

"It was a good educational opportunity," stated one 
Haverford freshman who came because she was concerned 
with U.S. intervention and because she had never before at· 
tended a march. This was the first march for a number of 
other students who agreed that they had "learned a lot" as a 
result of the day's activities. 

Finally, on the issue of political correctness Liefshitz 
believes that people's active participation "overcomes their 
original motives." She concludes, "even if they don 'tcome 
for the greatest reason, they can accomplish a lot - - more 
than those who sit at home. 

layoffs in the munitions industry are large, the Slovaks will 
be disproportionately affected by the action. They may ally 
themselves with the farmers and field heads, who have 
greatly profited from government subsidies. For demo· 
cratic and social reform to succeed, the Czechs must be sure 
to create ethnic strife that has brought down many a Euro· 
pean government. 

The extraordinary events of the past few months illus· 
trate how difficult it is to anticipate events in Europe. If we 
assume a relatively stable environment over the next ten 
years and that the Soviet Union does not become revan
chist, Czechoslovakia will eventually succeed in creating 
an autonomous, prosperous country. 
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